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Jonathan Tom, Electric Market Structure and Design 

Energy Division 

California Public Utilities Commission 

505 Van Ness Avenue 

San Francisco, CA  94102 

 

Dear Mr. Tom: 

 
The State Controller’s Office (SCO) conducted a performance audit of Pacific Gas and Electric 

Company’s (PG&E) compliance with the Community Choice Aggregation Code of Conduct 

Rules (CCA CCR) program adopted in Decision (D) 12-12-036 by the five-member 

Commission (Commission), the members of which sit on the California Public Utilities 

Commission (CPUC), pursuant to Assembly Bill 117 and Senate Bill 790.  

 

We performed the audit in accordance with generally accepted government auditing standards, 

for the period of January 1, 2013, through December 31, 2014, and in accordance with 

provisions of Inter-Agency Agreement 14IA5018 between the SCO and the CPUC. 

 

The audit included assessing PG&E’s implementation of the CCA CCR program and 

determining its compliance with CPUC applicable rules and decisions; specifically, whether 

PG&E has developed and established internal policies, procedures, and mechanisms to ensure 

compliance with the CCA CCR program as adopted by the Commission in D.12-12-036. 

 

Our audit determined that PG&E’s written internal policies, procedures and management 

control appear to be adequate and reasonably in compliance with the CCA CCR program as 

adopted by the Commission in D.12-12-036 (Attachment 1). In addition,  we verified that 

PG&E has not yet formed an Independent Marketing Division, (Attachment 2), does not have a 

specific timeline for forming one, and has not marketed against any community choice 

aggregation program during the audit period. 

 

 



Jonathan Tom, Electric Market -2- June 26, 2017 

Structure and Design 

 

 

 

If you have any questions, please contact Andrew Finlayson, Bureau Chief, State Controller’s 

Office, by telephone at (916) 324-6310 or by email at afinlayson@sco.ca.gov. 

 

 

Sincerely, 

 
Original signed by 

 

JEFFREY V. BROWNFIELD, CPA 

Chief, Division of Audits 

 

JVB/as 

 

cc: Colin Rizzo, Esq., Principal Advisor to the Executive Director 

  California Public Utilities Commission 

 Dave Gutierrez, CCA Relations Manager 

  Pacific Gas and Electric Company 

 Alisha Ferrone, CCA Relations Account Manager 

  Pacific Gas and Electric Company   
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Audit Report 
 

The State Controller’s Office (SCO) conducted a performance audit of 

Pacific Gas and Electric Company’s (PG&E) compliance with the 

Community Choice Aggregation Code of Conduct Rules (CCA CCR) 

program adopted in Decision (D) 12-12-036 by the five-member 

Commission (Commission), the members of which sit on the California 

Public Utilities Commission (CPUC), pursuant to Assembly Bill 117 and 

Senate Bill 790.  

 

We performed the audit in accordance with generally accepted 

government auditing standards, for the period of January 1, 2013, through 

December 31, 2014, and in accordance with provisions of Inter-Agency 

Agreement 14IA5018 between the SCO and the CPUC. 

 

The audit included assessing PG&E’s implementation of the CCA CCR 

program and determining its compliance with CPUC applicable rules and 

decisions; specifically, whether PG&E has developed and established 

internal policies, procedures, and mechanisms to ensure compliance with 

the CCA CCR program as adopted by the Commission in D.12-12-036. 

 

Our audit determined that PG&E’s written internal policies, procedures 

and management control appear to be adequate and reasonably in 

compliance with the CCA CCR program as adopted by the Commission 

in D.12-12-036 (Attachment 1). In addition,  we verified that PG&E has 

not yet formed an Independent Marketing Division, (Attachment 2), does 

not have a specific timeline for forming one, and has not marketed against 

any community choice aggregation program during the audit period.1 

 

 

Community Choice Aggregation (CCA) was created in California by 

AB 117, which authorized local governments to aggregate customer 

electric load and purchase electricity for customers. AB 117 provided that, 

 
…all electrical corporations must cooperate fully with any community 

choice aggregators that investigate, pursue, or implement community 

choice aggregator programs. The investor-owned utility still maintains 

the responsibility of providing transmission and distribution services, 

and continues to provide all metering, billing, collection, and customer 

service to retail customers that participate in a CCA.   
 

In 2011, SB 790 directed the CPUC to consider and adopt a Code of 

Conduct Rules (CCR) and enforcement procedures intended to govern the 

conduct of electrical corporations relative to the formation of community 

choice aggregators. 

 
  

                                                 
1
CA Public Utilities Code (PUC) 707 (a) (1) states, “ No electrical corporation shall market or lobby against a community 

choice aggregation program, except through an independent marketing division that is funded exclusively by the electrical 

corporation’s shareholders and that is functionally and physically separate from the electrical corporation’s ratepayer-

funded divisions.” 

Summary 

Background 
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On December 20, 2012, the Commission adopted the CCA CCR program 

in D.12-12-036, (Attachment 1), which governs the treatment of CCAs by 

electrical corporations. The Commission also established an expedited 

complaint procedure allowing CCAs to resolve complaints against utility 

companies.  

 

CCAs are government entities, typically cities, counties, and/or 

unincorporated areas, which function as the procurer of electricity 

generation. The incumbent investor-owned utility, such as PG&E, 

continues to provide the billing, distribution and transmission functions 

for CCA customers. The code of conduct twenty-nine (29) rules were 

designed to allow CCAs to compete on a fair and equal basis with the 

investor-owned utilities and prevent investor-owned utilities (such as 

PG&E) from using their position or market power to undermine the 

development or operation of CCAs. The code of conduct rules also assists 

customers by enhancing their ability to make educated choices among 

authorized electric providers. 

 

PG&E is a public utility operating in northern and central California, and 

is a subsidiary of Pacific Gas and Electric Corporation. The utility is 

primarily regulated by the CPUC and the Federal Energy Regulatory 

Commission. PG&E generates revenues mainly through the sale and 

delivery of electricity and natural gas to customers. PG&E also 

administers public-purpose programs, primarily related to customer 

energy efficiency programs.   

 

 

The objectives of this performance audit were to assess PG&E’s 

implementation and administration of the CCA CCR program, and to 

determine whether it has developed and established internal policies, 

procedures, and mechanisms to ensure compliance with the Commission’s 

D.12-12-036, and directions of the CPUC during the audit period of 

January 1, 2013, through December 31, 2014.2 

 

To achieve our audit objectives, we:  

 

 Interviewed CPUC and PG&E program managers and employees, 

completed internal control questionnaires, and performed a limited 

walk-through in order to: (a) gain a general understanding of CCA 

CCR program operation and internal controls; and (b) conduct limited 

tests of those controls to assess whether the controls were functioning 

as intended within the program; 
 

 Reviewed and obtained an understanding of applicable laws and  

regulations, and PG&E’s policies, procedures, and other documents 

related to implementation of the program, to ensure that 

administrative and management controls are in place, consistent with 

the program requirements and the CPUC’s  rules, orders, directions 

and Commission’s D.12-12-036; 

                                                 
2
Pursuant to D.12-12-036, Rule 23, “the Commission’s Executive Director shall have audits prepared by independent 

auditors verifying that each electrical corporation was in compliance with the rules set forth herein during the preceding 

two years.” 

Objectives, Scope, 

and Methodology 
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 Reviewed CPUC and PG&E prior reports and other publications 

associated with the CCA CCR program significant to our audit 

objectives; 
 

 Conducted inquiries and  interviewed CCA (Sonoma Clean Power and 

Marin Clean Energy) program managers to determine whether and to 

what degree PG&E has complied with D.12-12-036; 
 

 Interviewed CCA, CPUC, and PG&E program managers to determine 

whether there have been any complaints filed by the  CCAs, and to 

determine whether and to what degree PG&E and CPUC complied 

with expedited complaint procedures; 
 

 Obtained and reviewed the CPUC’s response to PG&E’s advice letter 

4210-E, (Attachment 2); and interviewed CPUC and PG&E program 

managers and confirmed that PG&E has not yet formed an 

Independent Marketing Division, (Attachment 2), does not have a 

specific timeline for forming one, and has not marketed against any 

community choice aggregation programs during the audit period; and 
 

 Reviewed PG&E’s policies and procedures regarding email 

communications use; performed a non-statistical judgmental sampling 

method and identified a sample group of internal and external email 

communications to review; and audited emails in the sample group for 

potential and /or actual compliance issues to ensure that PG&E has 

not marketed or lobbied against any community choice aggregation 

programs during the audit period. 

 

We conducted this audit in accordance with generally accepted 

government auditing standards. Those standards require that we plan and 

perform the audit to obtain sufficient, appropriate evidence to provide a 

reasonable basis for our findings and conclusions based on our audit 

objectives. We believe that the evidence obtained provides a reasonable 

basis for our findings and conclusions based on our audit objectives. 

 

We did not audit PG&E’s financial statements. We limited our audit scope 

to planning and performing audit procedures necessary to achieve our 

audit objectives. 

 

 

Our audit determined that PG&E’s implementation and administration of 

the Community Choice Aggregation Code of Conduct Rules program was 

reasonably in compliance with the Commission’s D.12-12-036 

(Attachment 1); specifically, that PG&E has developed and established 

internal policies, procedures and mechanisms to ensure compliance with 

the directions of the CPUC during the audit period of January 1, 2013, 

through December 31, 2014.  

 

  

Conclusion 
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In addition,  we confirmed that PG&E has not yet formed an Independent 

Marketing Division, (Attachment 2), does not have a specific timeline for 

forming one, and has not marketed against any CCA program during the 

audit period. 

 
 

We discussed our audit results with PG&E representatives during an exit 

conference conducted on May 3, 2017. Dave Gutierrez, CCA Relations 

Manager and Alisha Ferrone, CCA Relations Account Manager, agreed 

with the audit results and that we could issue the audit report as final. 

 

 

This report is solely for the information and use of PG&E, CPUC, and the 

SCO; it is not intended to be and should not be used by anyone other than 

these specified parties. This restriction is not intended to limit distribution 

of this report, which is a matter of public record. 

 

 

 

Original signed by 

 

JEFFREY V. BROWNFIELD, CPA 

Chief, Division of Audits 

 

June 26, 2017 

 

Restricted Use 

Views of 

Responsible 

Officials 
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Attachment 1— 

California Public Utilities Commission’s Decision 12-12-036 
 

Decision adopting a code of conduct and enforcement mechanisms related to utility interactions 

with community choice aggregators, pursuant to Senate Bill 790 
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Attachment 2— 

Advice Letter 4210-E 
 

California Public Utilities Commission’s Response to PG&E’s Advice Letter 4210-E, 

compliance requirements to D. 12-12-036 
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